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the project just got a big update with the whole soundtrack being replaced , which also got re-released a week
later as the standard edition of the cd+dvd set . the.zip file below contains both the v0.9.0 package with english

subtitles and package translations and the release with the updated soundtrack . this is a pretty good release and
you should give it a try, however if you want a more polished version, you can download the patch from the latest
version of dengeki bunko: fighting climax ignition . it's still missing a few things like: interface and styling, plus a
few other minor details, but it's what you can expect with this method. i noticed the translation wasnt actually

good at the very beginning, because i dont actually know japanese. but the developer was being very helpful on
the forum and in chat, and i simply asked for clarification if a player had a question about how the moves work

(like combos, or ext.). in chat, androu1 promised me that he would make a more finished version, and he delivered
today. i hope this will help things out for those whore already in the translation and modding club, but we should

all make sure it becomes a standard practice in the community to also make the player menu translations in
addition to the dialogue. in case anyone is wondering what goes into making and balancing a translation, you can
download this thread from the japanese forums: dengeki bunko: fighting climax if you look back, 2008, 2009 and

2010 also saw a number of psp titles sell 60k. demon bladewas the highest selling,mecharot was only a few
thousand short of it, and many titles with similar numbers to these were released between then and 2013.
monster raidenwas sold at a far lower rate than that, but had a relatively higher # of sales (105k), and was

certainly a better selling title, by one order of magnitude, and many believe it to be one of the best games ever
released. metalgear solid 3 snake eater was a fairly low-ish selling game (56k, but in contrast to raidenand
monster raiden, there have been many titles releasing in between and after it that just have a much higher

number of sales. demon bladewas also one of the best selling titles since launch, so it stands out to me as a factor
in selling games.
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but that doesnt mean the
system isnt capable of

producing more. the biggest
new title to hit japan (apart

from monster monpiece) and
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the only new title to arrive in
the west (apart from

dengekibunko: fighting climax)
is demon gazeby zun, the
legendary creator of many
many classics such assonic
wingsandmother 3 amongst

others. meanwhile heres
something of an oddity, the
western version of monster

monpiecewas produced by devil
may cry veterans (amongst

others) at red fly studios and
gets properly exported in-region
(how many commercial anime
productions are actually made
region-free?). also, the largest
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selling game on the western
handheld was another zun
project, the full-priced and

exceptional(and in my opinion
better than the japanese

release) toukiden: the age of
demonsat almost 50k (this is
because the japanese version

was a cheap knock off with
different character roster) and
the lowest selling game on the

system was another zun
project, the free to play monster

hunter cross. this game is a
handheld-only spin-off that was

far more successful than its
japanese counterpart (and also
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sold for more). speaking of
oddities, the last high-profile
release on the vita before the

handhelds ceased to be
supported in japan was zero
time dilemmaby japanese
developer tecmo koei. this

would become the end of the
line for the console and has sold
almost 40k in the west (which is
around the same as the original
dengeki bunko: fighting climax).
it does seem that this game had

the right combination of a big
franchise and strong

commercial support in order to
do well (and was also likely a
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result of marketing
arrangements with the japanese

publisher), in my opinion it
proved that it wasnt a fluke of a

high-profile title and that the
vita is capable of strong

profitability. plus tekmo did
continue development of the

more niche toukiden: the age of
demonsfor ps4 and switch and
now exports the game to the

west. 5ec8ef588b
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